Attraction in simplicity

- Thin cover and frame – just 7 mm
- Backlight with blue LED lighting
- Smooth switching
- High quality materials for contacts
- Included fasteners for furniture or boards
- Designed for mounting on uneven surfaces

new.abb.com/low-voltage/products/residential-products
Kalo
Attraction in simplicity

The elegance of the Kalo design series lies in its simplicity and purity. The neutral white design perfectly complements any interior, with a blue LED backlight which illuminates itself in the dark. ABB-branded affordable solutions, perfect for any space design and fitting.

Main benefits
• clean aesthetic with ultra slim design
• easy to install with 2 different installation types, including fasteners for furniture or boards
• first British Standard range of wiring accessories with G-mark
• wide range of light switches, BS socket outlets, data communication outlets, dimmer...

Main features
• large rocker design with minimalist modern structure, smooth switching
• thin cover and frame, 7 mm only
• backlight with blue LED lighting, visible through special front cover design
• high quality material for contacts
• designed for mounting on uneven surfaces
• RoHS compliant, no hazardous materials used
• compliant with the ESMA and with the new GCC regulations

 besides basic wiring accessories, you will also get the dimmer, communication sockets and switched socket outlets – whether it’s in a kitchen, a living room or a child’s room. With a total above-wall switch height of just 7 mm, Kalo is always elegant.